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ABSTRACT
Gotteti, Shree. M. S., Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Wright State University,
2021. Leveraging Sequential Nature of Conversations for Intent Classification.

Conversations are more than just a sequence of text, it is where two or more participants interact in order to achieve their goals. Conversation Understanding (CU) requires
all participants to understand each others intent. In the past decade, CU has been extended
from automated human-human text processing to build automated conversational agents
for human-machine interactions. Despite their popularity, these automated conversational
agents (like Siri, Alexa, etc) can’t handle more than one or two utterances, and they don’t
recognize conversations as intents. The development of approaches that extract intents behind an utterance is essential for the advancements of Question Answering (QA) systems,
personal robot assistants, etc. Intent prediction is seen as text classification problem and
most classification approaches are based on string similarity measures, which fail to incorporate context of previous utterances.
In this thesis, we explore the utility of incorporating context using the sequential nature
of intents in the conversations by applying Sequential Pattern Mining (SPM) algorithm.
For this purpose, we have proposed a novel Frequent Ordered Pattern (FOP) based text
classification approach. We used MSdialog-IntentPred dataset to compare the performance
our approach with off-the-shelf basic implementations of string similarity based text classifiers. Note that we are not trying to achieve the state-of-the-art performance but rather
to test the efficacy of our approach for intent classification. Based on the evaluations, our
FOP based text classifiers were able to approach the performance of string similarity based
text classifiers. In fact adding the contextual information from our FOP classifiers have
improved the performance of string similarity based text classifiers. Finally, we discussed
how both string similarity and FOP based text classification fail to incorporate the following features: multiparty behavior, and characteristics of goals/intents (goal decomposition,
iii

and goal causation). We also presented Hierarchical Intent Network (HIN) which is our
attempt at incorporating the above mentioned features of a conversation. We believe that
our HIN can help improve the performance of intent classification in MSdialog-IntentPred
dataset.
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Introduction
Conversations are an essential part of our day to day life. We use conversations for several
purposes, such as to exchange information, to get to know one another, to solve issues, etc.
Conversations are more than just a sequence of text. Conversations are where two or more
people are interacting with each other using utterances in order to achieve one or more of
their goals. Each utterance in a conversation represents the intent or the goal of that participant, and the goals of these participants are modified over the course of the conversation.
For example: Tourist: “Hi, Where can I find the nearest restaurant?”; Concierge: “Hi,
there is one two blocks from here.”; Tourist: “Can I also get information on cab service?”.
Here the tourist’s initial goal was to find a restaurant, and then to find a cab, whereas the
concierge’s goal was to help the client. Had the concierge misunderstood, the client’s goal
wouldn’t have been achieved. Therefore, in order to understand a conversation, one must
understand each participant’s goals or intents. This is related to the concept of “conversation understanding”, where useful information is extracted from the utterances in order to
understand the true meaning behind them [83].
Conversation Understanding has been associated with the field of Spoken Language
Understanding (SLU), specifically in hopes of automated processing of human-human conversations [83][84]. For example: an automated agent diverting a call based on a user’s
utterance. However most of the research in conversation understanding has been done on
textual data due to the restrictions and limitations with collecting spoken data [83]. For this
purpose, large conversational data sets have been made available by StackOverflow, Quora,
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Twitter, Reddit, etc. In recent decades, conversation understanding has also been extended
to human-machine interactions. The popularity of automated conversational agents like
Amazon’s Alexa, Apple’s Siri, Google Home, or web-based chat bots have been rapidly
increasing. However these conversational agents don’t handle multiple rounds of interactions; that is, they are best at handling one or two utterance conversations[84]. So, developing approaches that are able to understand the meaning of multiple utterances is required.
Conversation understanding is essential for development of QA systems, dialog systems,
robotic systems, etc [83][84]. For the purpose of this thesis, we will only focus on intent
classification task of conversation understanding.
Intent prediction has been seen as a text classification task where an utterance/text is
tagged with one or more intent labels [83]. This is called Multi-labeled Text Classification [76] [10] [33] [82] [79]. Text classification approaches can broadly be grouped into
rule (pattern) based approaches and data-driven approaches (machine learning, deep learning) [32]. Pattern based text classifiers often require handcrafted rules developed using
extensive domain knowledge. If a rule is applicable for an utterance, then the intent associated with that rule is used as prediction. Rules can be as simple as classifying sentences
with “thank you” or “appreciate” as the user expressing satisfaction, and as complicated
as checking for a specific order of parts of speech. Handcrafting such rules or patterns
can get difficult. On the other hand data-driven text classification heavily relies on machine
learning and deep learning algorithms. Most of these data driven approaches use string similarity measures to perform classification [53] [32]. We will employ some popular string
similarity based text classifiers as baselines. Despite the popularity and the state-of-the-art
performance of the model built using string similarity, there are several drawbacks. These
approaches don’t think of a conversation in terms of intents; that is, they don’t take in semantic meaning. In addition, these classifiers fail to resolve polysemy, data dependence,
space explosion, etc [32][31]. Also, string similarity based text classification doesn’t into
account the context of the utterance in a conversation. Here context refers to the utterances
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that came before it and not the context around words in a utterance. We intend to utilize
this context while making the prediction.
We believe the intents expressed by a user or agent follows an order, and knowing the
intent that came before can help predict the intent of the current utterance. For example:
In a tech conversation, the typical ordering in intents is something like: the user asks a
question, the agent gives the answer, and the user gives positive feedback. Here the agent
can’t provide an answer without having a question. Thus we can say that an “answering”
intent occurs sometime after the “questioning” intent was put forth. By using this order,
a conversation can be expressed as intent patterns. Since there can be multiple intents
associated with an utterance, a conversation can have multiple intent patterns associated
with it. It is impossible to tell what pattern a conversation will follow. Despite this, we can
still confidently predict what intents will come next or what intents will not come next. For
example: “Good Morning”, which represents a greeting intent, can be followed by another
greeting intent like “Hello, How are you?”, or by a questioning intent like “Hi, Did you get
the report I submitted?”, etc., Though these two are likely cases, the greeting intent is more
frequently used right after a greeting intent rather than a questioning intent. We intend to
utilize this sequential nature of utterances while making prediction for an utterance. For this
purpose, we would need to know what intent patterns are frequent. We intend to leverage
Sequential Pattern Mining (SPM) algorithms to extract these frequent ordered sub-patterns
(fops) and use these fops to make a prediction.
In addition to incorporating the sequential nature of conversations, there are many
other aspects that are required to be able to accurately predict the intent of a conversation
participant. A conversation involves multiple participants communicating multiple different intents. Knowing which intent is associated with which participant is essential in terms
of understanding the conversation. The key essence of conversation are intents/goals. To
capture the true nature of intents is to capture the nature of conversation. Goals are generally achieved by first dividing them into smaller sub-goals, and these sub-goals can again
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be divided. For example: If my goal is to settle in Chicago, my initial sub-goal would be
to move to Chicago. Moving to Chicago involves goals like booking the flight, renting an
apartment, etc. This decomposition nature of goals highlights the presence of a hierarchy
among goals such that some goals are top-most (super-goals) and some goals are part of
achieving a larger goal (sub-goals). Furthermore, goals have causal relationships, meaning
one goal can cause another to occur. In a tech support domain, if the user asks for details on
a system, it causes the agent to provide some information. Apart from that there are several
environmental factors that decide the intent like “Did the user understand what the moderator said?” (comprehension). If the user didn’t understand, the agent would re-explain it,
versus not if the user already understood it. In simplest terms, a goal/intent graph tries to
encapsulate the above discussed aspects of a conversation by using the hierarchical structure and casual relationships. Such a graph can be utilized for intent prediction – adding an
understanding of goal-oriented behavior of conversing participants to existing string similarity and pattern-based approaches has the potential to add an additional viewpoint on the
utterances that can improve classification accuracy. However building the goal graph is not
a trivial task.
In this research, we explore the utility of using context extracted from the sequential
nature of conversations to predict the intent behind an utterance using SPM algorithms. In
particular, we want to answer the following questions:
(i) Can frequent ordered patterns be used for effective intent classification of utterances within conversations?
(ii) Can adding contextual information improve the performance of the string similarity based text classifiers on this task?
(iii) Can we capture at least some of the multiparty, goal decomposition, and goal
causation aspects of a conversation in a goal graph?

4

The contributions/novelty of this thesis are as follows:
(i) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the utility of sequential pattern
mining for this application domain has been assessed in a systematic way.
(ii) We propose three novel heuristics for FOP based classification that rely on the
frequent ordered patterns extracted using an SPM algorithm.
(iii) We propose a combined approach for text classification. This approach utilizes
our novel FOP classifiers together with a string similarity based classifier.
(iv) Finally, we present our novel Hierarchical Intent Network which incorporates the
multiparty, goal decomposition, and goal causation nature of conversations.

1.0.1

MSdialog-IntentPred Dataset

In order to evaluate the performance of the baseline string similarity based text classification and FOP based text classification, we use the MSdialog-IntentPred dataset. Note we
are still working on a generalized solution for FOP based text classification, but we only
have one dataset so far. The MSdialog-IntentPred dataset is made available by its authors
for the purpose of analyzing intents in an information seeking conversation domain such as
tech support. This dataset is actually a subset of the MSDialog-Complete dataset, which is
prepared by extracting 35,000 conversations from Microsoft’s online forum for customer
questions. These conversations come from several different sub channels like Skype, Bing,
Windows, etc. MSdialog-IntentPred has 2,199 conversation with 10,020 utterances. The
average length of conversations is about four utterances, with an average of three people
interacting in a conversation. The full MSdialog-IntentPred dataset is divided into training (with 1760 dialogs, 8604 utterances), testing (with 219 dialogs, 970 utterances), and
validation (with 220 dialogs, 986 utterances) data sets [63][94]. We use the training data
to extract frequent order pattern, and testing dataset for evaluating the performance of the
approaches and validation dataset helps provide an unbiased evaluations.
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Table 1.1: A Dialog from MSdialog-IntentPred dataset
Ground Truth Intent Utterance
OQ
“i am unable to send emails to group contacts when i try i get a message an error
has occurred help please eou ”
CQ
“hi jill , this kind of error can occur if
your outlook is not updated for us to get
a better grasp of your issue , may we ask
what email system you are using ? when
you log in to your email account on a web
browser , does it say outlook com or does
it say outlook mail across the top ? kindly
click here to know exactly which email
system you are using eou ”
⟨F D, P F ⟩
“i am running a microsoft office 365 pro
plus , version 1704 , 32 bit yesterday i
contacted the microsoft answer desk and a
technician called me and showed me how
o fix the problem , namely , to click on
the little box to the left of the name of
the group to expand the list by replacing
the name of the list with the names of its
members when i replaced the name of the
list with the names of its members i was
then able to send the email to everyone on
the list thanks for looking at the problem
and i hope that the fix helps others with
the problem jill eou ”
PF
“we thank you for the update that you
have provided us we have marked your
post as answer to help other fellow
community members that is having the
same issue feel free to create another
thread should another issue arise regards
eou ”

6

Who said it
User

Agent

User

Agent

Each dialog has several features: dialog id, utterance, who said it, ground truth intent,
etc. However, we are only interested in the utterances (grouped together as dialogs), who
said it, and the ground truth intent of that participant. A sample utterance from the dataset is
shown in Table 1.1. There are two kinds of participants in this dataset, a user (customer) and
an agent (a Microsoft verified professional). Each utterance in the conversation has been
tagged with one or more of the following ground truth intents: Original Question (OQ),
Followup Question (FQ), Repeat Question (RQ), Clarification Question (CQ), Further Details (FD), Information Request (IR), Potential Answer (PA), Positive Feedback (PF), Negative Feedback (NF), Greeting or Gratitude (GG), Junk (JK), and Others(O). These annotations were produced using Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) services [63][94]. The
distribution of these intents in the data set is shown in Figure 1.1. The intents that we are
interested in are OQ, RQ, CQ, FQ, FD, IR, PA, PF, and NF. It is evident that there is a class
imbalance problem: the majority classes are PA, OQ, FD and the minority classes are FQ,
RQ, IR, etc.
The authors of the dataset have talked about the “flow patterns” that conversations
follow. They extracted these flow patterns using intent distributions, co-occurrence, and
Markov models. However, they didn’t perform any classification with these models. We do
talk about this sequential nature of intents but we use sequential pattern mining algorithms
to extract the so called “flow patterns” and then use them to perform classification [63]. In
the following years since the dataset was originally published, the authors have proposed
several models that perform classification. CNN-Context-Rep is one such model, which
incorporates context around the utterance and processes it through a convolutional neural
network [64]. However context here is just the utterances that are adjacent to the current utterance. For example: in the case of ⟨ua , ub , uc , ud ⟩, the context for uc is ⟨ub , ud ⟩. Whereas
when we say context information we mean all the utterances that came before the current
utterance. From the same example: the context in our approach for uc is ⟨ua , ub ⟩. In the
dataset author’s approach, the CNN based contextual representation is combined with ad-
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Figure 1.1: Frequency of Intents in MSdialog-IntentPred data set

ditional carefully engineered features like content (utterance has question marks, utterance
similarity, etc), structure (utterance position, dialog length etc), and sentiment (does it have
the word “thank”, or maybe an “!”, etc) . This combined representation is used to perform classification. The CNN-Context-Rep models has outperformed all the other models
proposed by its authors with an accuracy of 0.69 [64]. Note that in the work we are presenting in this thesis, we are not trying to out perform existing models for intent predicton on
the MSdialog-IntentPred dataset. We are instead investigating the utility of incorporating
context (all the previous utterances) using frequent ordered patterns for text classification.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce some popular
string similarity based text classifiers, present the evaluations of these models on MSdialogIntentPred data set, and discuss their limitations. In Chapter 3, we introduce our novel
frequent ordered pattern based text classification approach, the combined classifier, and the
evaluations on this model. In Chapter 4, we present our attempt at building a Hierarchical
Intent Graph with details on its construction, validation, and utility. Finally, in Chapter 5,
we conclude with final thoughts and propose future work to be done in this regard.
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String Similarity
A conversation is where two or more participants are communicating using utterances in
order to achieve their respective goals or intents. In a dialog, each utterance represents
one or more intents. Identifying these intents is an essential part of conversation understanding. An utterance is a meaningful amalgamation of words that can be indicative
of participant intents. For example, when the participant says “Thank you for resolving
this issue.” the words ”Thank you”, and ”resolving” are indicative of Positive Feedback
(PF). When an utterance contains words like ”problem”, ”crashes”, or ”frustrating”, it
means that the speaker is facing a problem, indicating the presence of an Original Question (OQ). Using such representative words or similar words to assign one or more predefined intents to utterances is called string similarity-based multi-labeled text classification [76][10][33][82][79]. Several string similarity measures have emerged in the past few
decades [53]. In this chapter we will introduce string similarity measures, followed by
metrics for evaluations, and then we present the results.

2.1

String Similarity Measures

According to [32], text similarity measures can be classified broadly into text distancebased measures and text representation-based measures. Variants based on length [16][57],
distributions [45][56][35][85], semantic distance [40][93], string [41], and entire corpus
[15][72][44][52] have been developed. In this paper, we will focus on data/corpus-driven
text representation measures. One of the most popular ways to represent text is to em9

bed the meaning of a word into a numerical vector such that similar words are relatively
close in the vector space or have the same scores. This approach has been successfully
employed for many text classification tasks like sentiment analysis, question answering,
threat detection, topic analysis, information extraction, summarization, etc [53][32][31].
Despite their popularity, these approaches have disadvantages, including failure to incorporate semantic meanings, context, polysemy, synonymy, data-dependence, and feature
space explosion[32][31]. In our work, we will use several representation-based string similarity measures as a baseline for text classification against our context-aware approach. The
following subsections will introduce these measures.

2.1.1

Bag of Words

Bag of Words (BoW) represents text using a collection of words called a vocabulary. These
words can be picked using custom criteria, and the most common criterion is frequency
[72] [61]. A word is representative/descriptive of a document if it occurs very frequently.
For example: if ”apple” is one of the most frequent words of a document, it is likely that
the document must be talking about apples, but that is not always true [61]. BoW creates
sentence embeddings by assigning 1 to the word’s position if the word is in its vocabulary, else 0. Despite its simplicity, BoW has been successfully implemented in the fields of
natural language processing (NLP), computer vision, document classification, informationretrieval (IR), Bayesian spam filters, etc [72][61][32]. However, BoW categorizes two texts
as similar if they contain similar words. For example: ”ruby ate an apple” and ”an apple ate ruby” would be considered similar since they have the same content [18]. BoW
neither takes the meaning nor the order of the words into consideration [101]. Also, BoW
only depends on uni-grams, so it fails to recognize relationships between words [61] [36].
Many variants, like word pairs induced BoW [38] [88], network based BoW [18], fuzzy
BoW [101], BoW with co-occurrence feature [36], term frequency - inverse document frequency (TF*IDF) [44], Neural BoW [77],ontology based BoW [5], etc., have tried to over10

come some of its drawbacks. In order to evaluate BoW, we use scikit learn [58] library’s
”CountVectorizer” that considers uni-grams, bi-grams, and tri-grams in the corpus.

2.1.2

Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency

Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF*IDF) is a BoW-based model that calculates the product of Term Frequency (TF) and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF). TF
is the frequency of a word across all documents that captures the describing capability of
the word. The IDF of a word is the log ratio of the total number of documents to the number of documents that contain that word. IDF captures the distinguishing capability of the
word. If a word is frequent in every document, likely, the word is not a great candidate
to differentiate documents. Their product describes the relevancy or importance of that
word with respect to the corpus [44][69][73]. This approach associates more importance to
words like ”experience”, ”problem” than common words like ”I”, ”an”. Most commonly
used words referred to as stop words can be removed in the preprocessing phase. TF*IDF
calculates sentence embedding by assigning TF*IDF scores to the list of words. This approach has been successfully used in many areas like data mining, text analysis, and text
retrieval[43][73][4]. Despite being a step up from BoW, TF*IDF still fails to incorporate
the semantics of the words, the order of the words, the context around the words, and the
distributions of its features[39] [43]. Several variations of this approach, such as feature
weighted tfidf[39], class relationships embedded TF*IDF (TFIDCRF)[43], confidence and
support based TF*IDF [96], Bag of Concepts (BOCs) based TF*IDF (SemTFIDF) [4], etc
has been developed over the years. For evaluations, we are using the scikit learn library
[58] ”TFIDFVectorizer”, which also considers uni-grams, bi-grams, and tri-grams in the
corpus.
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2.1.3

Word2Vec

Word2Vec differs from its predecessors in several ways. First, BoW and TF*IDF are purely
statistical models, whereas Word2Vec is a neural network architecture [89]. Both BoW and
TF*IDF assign a scalar value to a word, but Word2Vec assigns an N-dimensional vector
to a word. Two words are similar when the distance between their respective vector representations is small. In training, Word2Vec uses a sliding window to scan through a large
unlabeled text corpus and incorporate local contexts into the embeddings [52][48][47]. This
approach has two pretrained predictive models : the Continuous Bag of Words (CBoW) [47]
model tries to predict the word given a context, and the Skip Gram (sg)[47][50] model tries
to predict the context given a word. Both models contain an input layer, a mapping layer,
and a hidden layer with a softmax activation function [12][47]. With the number of parameters the models have to learn, the computational complexity increases as the size of the
vocabulary increases. To reduce this computational complexity, measures like Hierarchical
Softmax [55][54] which is an efficient approximation instead of full softmax, and Negative
sampling [49] [70] which reduces negative samples, have been introduced. Word2Vec averages all the word vectors in a sentence to get sentence embeddings. Two sentences are
similar if their sentence embeddings are close to each other. This neural network approach
is successful in capturing relationships between words, e.g: ”king” to ”man” vs. ”queen”
to ”woman” [51]. Despite using context in training, Word2Vec can not differentiate the
sense of ”apple” in ”i ate an apple and ”i have an apple mac book pro”. This means
word embeddings don’t change based on context. Such word embeddings are called static
word embeddings [89]. In addition to static behavior, it can not handle ”Out Of Vocabulary (OOV)” words, which are usually replaced with a zero vector. Later approaches like
Global Vectors (GloVe) [60], which captures the global context using word co-occurrence
information, and fastText, which uses combined character n-grams embedding to represent
a word[9][34], have been exemplary. We use global vectors pretrained on Wikipedia2014
and GigaWord5 data sets loaded in as a gensim [67] word2vec model. We also trained a
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model on the MSdialog-IntentPred dataset, but the performance was poor. So, we evaluate
the performance of a pretrained model that produces a 300-dimensional vector for a word
if it is in the vocabulary.

2.1.4

Sentence Transformers

Before diving into Sentence Transformers, let us understand the general transformers architecture. Unlike other sequence-to-sequence models (Recurrent Neural Network (RNN),
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM), Convolution Neural Nets (CNN), and Gated Recurrent
Neural Nets), transformers don’t depend on recurrence and have an infinite window span
to look at context – even those that are multiple dialogs. This behavior is achieved with
the help of an attention mechanism [86][42]. Transformers as a concept is harder to grasp
than previous word embedding models. To better explain, let us focus on what happens to
inputs first. The input sentence is broken down into tokens, and each token is embedded.
Then each word embedding is added to its respective positional embeddings. The output
embedding is passed into an encoder.
An Encoder has two sub-layers: a multi headed self-attention layer and a point-wise
Feed Forward Network (FFN). Self Attention in simplest terms is a way to map a sentence
onto itself to realize how words are related within a sentence [42][86]. For example: They
tried to move the couch through the door, but it was too big, here we know ”it” refers to
the ”couch” and not the ”door”. We make this decision based off the word ”big”, and
if the word was ”small”, we would have said ”it” refers to the ”door”. Self-attention
tries to learn these relationships to better capture context. Multi-headed attention is repeating the identical self-attention process a fixed amount of time and combining their output
[42][86].The reason for the multi-headed nature is that each self-attention layer will learn
something different about the sentence. Since it is just a repetition of an identical process,
let us focus on what happens in one self-attention layer. For each word embedding that gets
passed to the self-attention layer, it creates three new vectors, namely Query (Q), Key (K),
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and Value (V) [42][86]. The approach of representing self-attention as a mapping between
a Q, K, V triplet to an Output (O) vector comes from retrieval theory. In a retrieval process,
we have a query and a set of keys that might be related to this query, and we accumulate
the knowledge/values stored in these keys in a meaningful way to get an output/answer to
the query. For each word, self-attention is calculated by getting a dot product between Q
and K vectors, which is then scaled and passed through a softmax activation function [12].
This resulting vector represents attention weights which is then multiplied with a V vector
to give an O vector. To be able to look up the context, a residual connection [30] takes
the combined input and positional embedding and adds it to the O vector. This O vector
is then subjected to layer normalization [7]. Since it is multi-headed, all the normalized
O vectors from individual self-attention modules are concatenated and fed to a point-wise
FFN with linear layers and a ReLU activation [26]. This comes with residual connections
and layer normalization as well. The reason for a point-wise FFN is to enhance the features
learned in the attention mechanism. This completes the work of an encoder. Encoders can
be stacked on top of each other to boost their performance [86][42].
A decoder has three sub-layers: a masked multi-headed self-attention layer, a multi
headed attention layer, and a point-wise FFN. The reason for the masked multi-headed
attention layer is that a word in an output sentence shouldn’t know what comes next to
it (since that is a future event). So a mask function assigns values for future words such
that when they go through softmax [12], the weights associated with its future words is 0
[42][86]. This masked multi-headed attention layer receives a summed output and its positional embedding and returns a O vector similar to the encoder’s multi-headed self-attention
layer. The second multi-headed self-attention layer differs from the encoder version in the
sense that it gets the Q vector from its own masked multi-headed self-attention layer, but
the K and V vectors come from the encoder’s output. Then this output is fed into similar point-wise FFN (like in the encoder) and additionally followed by the classifier with
a softmax activation [12]. Again each of these layers has residual connections and layer
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normalizations. Decoders can also be stacked to boost performance.
This process of encoding and decoding continues until a label/intent/translation is assigned [86][42]. This architecture revolutionized the field of natural language understanding with state of art performances in language translation, generation, similarity, classification, etc [89]. Note that transformers don’t produce embeddings as output but rather the
translated sentence or a predicted label. Transformer embeddings within its architecture
capture global context – not just co-occurrence information (like Glove), but also relationships to the sentence that came before. These kinds of embeddings are context embeddings
or dynamic embeddings [89]. For our purposes, we focus on transformers that specialize
in semantic textual similarity. Among such models, Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (BERT) has been state-of-the-art in semantic textual similarity. BERT
differs from its predecessor language models like GPT in several ways. First, it uses bidirectional context (so context before and after a word) rather than unidirectional context.
Second, BERT does WordPiece embeddings that learn word units rather than words. This
allows BERT to never face an Out of Vocabulary (OOV) error [89]. BERT embeddings
maintain multiple sets of embeddings for an individual word to capture different contexts
the meaning is used in, positional information, and the different senses the word has. Thus,
it overcomes the problems of context unawareness, order independence, and polysemy [15]
[89]. However, the main disadvantage of BERT is it doesn’t store independent contextual
embeddings. This hinders BERT from performing large-scale text classification, or text
clustering [15] [68]. To address this issue, bert-as-a-service-repository provides different approaches [46][100] [62] to obtain sentence embeddings. However, the embeddings
generated through these approaches have not been evaluated yet [68]. Later on, Reimers
and Gurevych presented ”Sentence BERT (SBERT)” which fine-tunes pre-trained BERT
models to output sentence embeddings using a siamese architecture. These sentence embeddings could be used for a wide range of natural language processing tasks, and they have
achieved significant improvement in both performance and computational efficiency [89].
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For evaluations on SBERT, we use Hugging face’s [91] ”paraphrase-MiniLM-L6-v2” sentence transformer pre-trained on several question-answer dialog forums like Quora, Stack
Overflow, Yahoo Answers, etc. This model encodes a sentence into a 384-dimensional
vector.
We purposefully haven’t covered the inner workings of these text similarity measures.
All of these models are just going to be used as baselines, so no optimization techniques or
improved variants of the measures are considered.

2.2

Metrics

In a single labeled text classification, a classification either is correct or incorrect. However,
in multi labeled text classification a classification can be partially correct if the classifier
predicts at least one of the ground truth intents. This means traditional classification metrics
like precision and recall are no longer applicable [31][79]. Many multi label classification
metrics like exact match ratio, Labelling Fscore, Retrieving Fscore, Hamming loss, and
metrics that average on individual samples have been developed [82][78][79]. We use
individual sample averaged accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score and hamming loss since
these are readily available multi label classification metrics provided by scikit learn, and
also because the sample averaged metrics handle the class imbalance problem.
Let’s say that there are ’N’ samples. ’I’ is the set of possible intents. Each sample has
ground truth intents (’T’) and predicted/classified intents (’C’).
Accuracy [23] is defined using equation 2.1. It measures the overall performance of
the classifier. This can also be called subset accuracy. We used the scikit learn metrics
library’s accuracy score with the average option set to “samples”. It ranges from 0 to 1,
with 1 being a perfect model.

Accuracy (A) =

1
|N| |T (i) ∩ C(i)|
∗ Σi
|N|
|T (i) ∪ C(i)|
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(2.1)

Precision [23] is defined using equation 2.2. It measures the proportion of positive
classifications that are actually correct per sample. We used the scikit learn metrics library’s
precision score with the average option set to “samples”. It ranges from 0 to 1. Higher
precision means lower false positives.

P recision (P ) =

1
|N| |T (i) ∩ C(i)|
∗ Σi
|N|
|C(i)|

(2.2)

Recall [23] is defined using equation 2.3. It measures the proportion of actual positives that are classified as correct per sample. We used the scikit learn metrics library’s
recall score with the average option set to “samples”. It ranges from 0 to 1. Higher recall
means lower false negatives.

Recall (R) =

1
|N| |T (i) ∩ C(i)|
∗ Σi
|N|
|T (i)|

(2.3)

F1 score is defined using equation 2.4. It measures the harmonic mean of precision
and recall per sample. We used the scikit learn metrics library’s f1 score with the average
option set to “samples”. F1 scores ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 being the best.

F 1 score (F 1) =

P (i) ∗ R(i)
1
|N|
∗ Σi 2 ∗
|N|
P (i) + R(i)

(2.4)

Hamming loss [8][74] is defined using equation 2.5. It is the proportion of wrong
labels to the total number of labels per sample. It is the hamming distance between the T
and C vectors measured using a boolean XOR operator. It ranges from 0 to 1. The lower
the value, the better the performance of the model.

Hamming Loss (HL) =

1
|N| |T (i) ⊕ C(i)|
∗ Σi
|N|
|I|
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(2.5)

2.3

Evaluations

In this section, we first describe the classification model we used and present the results of
evaluating various string similarity measures on the MSdialog-IntentPred Dataset. Traditional text classification algorithms use sentence embeddings as features that are fed into
a classifier. Classifiers commonly used for this purpose are Logistic Regression, Random
Forest, SVM, Decision Tree, Neural Nets (shallow and deep), Naı̈ve Bayes, support vector
machines (SVM), hidden Markov model (HMM), gradient boosting trees, etc [53]. However, these classifiers are specific to binary classification. To apply these classifiers, we
need to transform multi-labeled classification to multiple single labeled classification. Approaches for this include One vs. Rest (OVR)[75][81], Binary Relavance [97][99][11],
Classifier Chains [65], Label Powerset [24], and Adapted Algorithms [14][98]. We have
tried out OVR, binary relevance, and classifier chains. However, we only present the results of using classifier chains since it was better performing than the others. The classifier
chains technique creates binary classifiers for individual intents/labels in the dataset [65].
Since we are interested in nine specific intents, the number of binary classifiers created
is also nine. It uses label correlation information while making a prediction. We use the
scikit learn [58] library’s implementation of Classifier Chains and Logistic Regression (to
perform binary classification) with the default lbgfs solver. In this section, we present the
results of evaluations on BoW, TF*IDF, Word2Vec, and SBERT based text classification.
From Table 2.1, we notice that none of the text similarity measures performed well
compared to the CNN-Context-Rep model whose accuracy was about 0.69 as presented by
the authors of MSdialog-IntentPred dataset[64]. Note that the models that we are using are
off-the-shelf basic implementations of the text-similarity measure. So, a lower accuracy
or poor performance from these models was expected. These results are solely used as a
baseline to measure the performance of our context-aware approach.
The precision of all the models is slightly higher than the recall because the models
produce fewer false positives and more false negatives. The relative closeness of precision
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and recall indicates that the model was biased towards more frequent classes like ’OQ’,
’PA’, ’FD’ than less frequent classes like ’PF’, ’RQ’, etc. This means the model is mostly
always guessed from frequent classes. F1 scores are about the same for the models with 1%
- 3% variations. All the models have about the same Hamming Loss, and it is low which
indicates better performance.
The BoW based classifier seems to be overfitting since the training accuracy (0.62)
is significantly higher than both test (0.36) and validation (0.38) accuracy. The performance of all other models remains about the same across train, test, and validation sets
(ranging from 0.36-0.43). TF*IDF outperforms BoW, which is expected as TF*IDF is
an improved variant of BoW. However, TF*IDF also outperforms Word2Vec and SBERT,
which are more complicated models. Both Word2Vec and SBERT learned their vector
representation by pretraining on a huge corpus. We suspect that these vector representations didn’t translate/generalize well in a new domain (like MSdialog-IntentPred). The
context in MSdialog-IntentPred contains a lot of links, product names, and technical jargon
which is different from the context Word2Vec, and SBERT are trained on, thus explaining
their lower performance compared to the TF*IDF model, which is entirely dependent on
the current MSdialog-IntentPred corpus. Note that the comparison between TF*IDF with
Word2Vec and SBERT is not entirely a fair (apples-to-apples) comparison since SBERT
and Word2Vec are not trained/fine-tuned to MSdilaog-IntentPred dataset.
In addition, the accuracy of all the models are pretty close: about 1% difference. So,
we wanted to check if TF*IDF’s better performance/accuracy is due to a statistical fluke or
if there is any statistical significance to that difference. We tested this using k-fold cross
validated paired t-test. This test has good repeatability and modest type II errors. This test
has an elevated probability for type I errors [17]. Though not ideal, this test is much simpler
than the alternatives and is readily available in several libraries. In k-fold cross validation,
the same classifier is repeatedly evaluated on several different train-test data splits. The
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Table 2.1: Results of Evaluations of String Similarity Metrics on Intent Classification.
Approach Dataset Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score Hamming Loss
Train
BoW
Test
Valid
Train
TF*IDF
Test
Valid
Train
Word2Vec Test
Valid
Train
SBERT
Test
Valid

0.62
0.36
0.38
0.43
0.38
0.39
0.38
0.36
0.38
0.42
0.37
0.39

0.87
0.54
0.50
0.61
0.56
0.55
0.53
0.53
0.52
0.59
0.54
0.54

0.74
0.45
0.44
0.51
0.48
0.47
0.45
0.44
0.45
0.50
0.45
0.46

0.78
0.48
0.47
0.54
0.50
0.49
0.48
0.47
0.47
0.53
0.48
0.49

0.07
0.13
0.13
0.12
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.14
0.13
0.12
0.13
0.13

Table 2.2: Statistical Significance of Performance of String Similarity based Text Classifiers (α = 0.05)

Classifier-A Classifier-B t-statistic
p value
TF*IDF
BoW
4.55
0.001
TF*IDF
Word2Vec
7.82
2.65 ∗ 10−5
TF*IDF
SBERT
3.87
0.004
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Significantly
Is p < α ?
Different
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

performance is averaged over each fold. Due to the nature of k-fold cross validation, there
is a chance that the training sets are overlapping across iterations [66]. Technically, we
can go with any cross validation or any re-sampling techniques, as long as we are able
to acquire performance pairs for the classifiers on different splits. We purposefully kept
the training set the same, but changed how we sampled the test set. We randomly picked
a smaller subset from test and evaluated the classifiers on this set. Note that typically,
the unpicked test samples are added to training set but we don’t rely on these unpicked
samples during training. Both classifiers go through this process k times, and at the end
we will have k accuracy pairs between the classifiers. The paired t-test uses these pairs
to either reject or accept a null hypothesis. The null hypothesis of this paired t-test is that
there is no difference between the performance of these classifiers. Based on a significance
level (α), and these accuracy pairs, the paired t-test calculates the t test statistic and the
two tailed p value associated with it. If p value is greater than (α) then we fail to reject null
hypothesis. If p value is less than (α) then we reject null hypothesis[37]. This approach
tells us if the difference of the performances of the models is statistically significant or
not [17]. We specifically tested the TF*IDF classifier with others since TF*IDF classifier
was the best performer based on the results mention in Table 2.1. We used 10 fold cross
validation and the paired t-test with a significance level (α) of 0.05. We used the scipy
[87] library’s pre-implemented t-test method to get the t statistic score and the two tailed
p value associated with it. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 2.2. All of these
p values are lower than significance level (α). Based on this, we can confirm that the
difference in performance of all these models is statistically significant and not a fluke.
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Sequence-Aware Frequent Pattern
Mining
In conversations, multiple participants try to communicate their goals or intents through utterances, and these intents or goals are modified/achieved over the course of dialog. Therefore, a conversation can be represented as intent patterns that describe the sequential order
of participant intents through time. Note that since an utterance can have multiple intents, a
conversation can be associated with multiple such intent patterns. Despite the possibility of
infinite such patterns, we can still confidently predict things like what intent is more likely
to come next, or what intents are likely to not occur next. For example a casual conversation can start with a greeting intent like “Good morning. The next intent could be several
things, but let us look at some possibilities. After the greeting,
(a) the same speaker can continue the conversation by saying “How are you doing?
which is posing a question (wellness), or
(b) a different speaker can also greet “Good morning. Hope you have a good day. or
(c) your boss could possibly say “Hi, Did you finish the audit?, which is still a questioning intent (work), or
(d) a participant could say something totally random like “How was the movie? with
a questioning intent (entertainment).
Universally speaking all the scenarios are possible, but we commonly use (a) and (b)
intents right after a greeting rather than (c) or (d). In general, conversations are a sequential
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ordering of intents, and some intent sequences/patterns are more frequent than others. Why
bother with this information? Consider the MSdialog-IntentPred data set. Due to the nature
of tech support, the conversations generally begin with an Original Question (OQ), which
is eventually followed by a Potential Answer (PA). Using this information, the text classifier
can restrict itself from predicting the first utterance as ’PA’, thus potentially improving its
performance. However, string similarity based text classification models like BoW, BERT,
etc. fail to take advantage of the sequential nature of conversations. Therefore, we decided
to explore the utility of frequent intent patterns to perform text classification by extending
sequential pattern mining algorithms. In the following section, we describe the sequential
pattern mining problem and introduce some of its leading algorithms. We then introduce
our novel approach which leverages one such SPM algorithm to perform text classification
of intents in conversational dialogs, and then we present the evaluations on this approach.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the utility of sequential pattern mining
for this application domain has been assessed in a systematic way.

3.1

Sequential Pattern Mining

Frequent Pattern Mining (FPM) dates back to the introduction of association rule mining
by [1]. Traditional FPM algorithms like Apriori [2], and Frequent Pattern (FP) growth
[28] can find patterns in data such as ‘customers who purchase bread and jelly also often
purchase peanut butter’. Patterns are generally chosen based on their support (how often
they occur in the dataset) [13]. However, these FPM algorithms fail to capture the order
between the items in a sequence. Sequential Pattern Mining (SPM) [3] extracts frequent
ordered sub-sequences from a corpus of sequences. For example, a person who watched
StarWars on Netflix, followed by The Empire Strikes Back, is likely to watch Return of
the Jedi next. In the subsections we will discuss apriori-based SPM algorithms and pattern
growth based SPM algorithms. These algorithms have been successfully applied in fields
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like stock market analysis, DNA analysis, customer interaction/purchase pattern analysis, natural disaster prediction, bioinformatics, e-learning, market basket analysis, and text
analysis [20][27][59].

3.1.1

Apriori-based SPM algorithms

Apriori-based SPM algorithms extract frequent ordered patterns from all the generated candidate patterns using the apriori property that is, if any pattern is infrequent then any of
its superset patterns are also infrequent. As a concrete example, assume there are 10,000
sequences in a database containing sequences of movies watched by Netflix users, and our
minimum support threshold required for a frequent pattern is .01 (1%). Say the number of
people who watched StarWars followed by The Empire Strikes Back is 90 (which doesn’t
reach the minimum support threshold). Then we don’t need to even bother to count the
number of people who watch StarWars, The Empire Strikes Back and then Return of the
Jedi, since there is no way there can be more than 90 such people and therefore that pattern
cannot possibly meet the minimum support threshold either. Apriori-based SPM algorithms
like AprioriAll [3] and its faster, more scalable variant called Generalized Sequential Pattern (GSP) [80] have been successfully implemented in the fields of market basket pattern
analysis and web click pattern analysis [20]. On its first scan of the database, GSP extracts
frequent ordered patterns of length 1 (fop-1) whose support is greater than or equal to the
minimum support threshold. Using fop-1, GSP uses all possible permutations of the patterns to generate candidate sequences of length 2 and scans the database again to count the
number of times each of these candidate sequences occurs. The process is repeated until
there are either no possible candidate sequences left or the total number of possible scans is
completed. Despite its success, GSP has to scan the entire sequence database during each
iteration, which is very costly for larger databases. The number of candidates generated is
also prohibitively large if the database size is large, or if the sequences are long, or if the
minimum support threshold is low.
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3.1.2

Pattern Growth based SPM algorithms

To eliminate the problem with candidate pattern generation and the need for multiple scans
of entire database, pattern growth algorithms like FP Growth have been utilized in frequent
pattern mining. The FP Growth algorithm improves on association rule mining by, in its
simplest form, making only two passes over the dataset. The first pass determines the
frequent items and their associated support counts. The second pass creates a trie-like
structure (FP Tree) of frequent patterns, again with associated support counts. The authors
of [29] show that this information is enough to mine the frequent patterns for a given
minimum support threshold. Candidates are processed from least-frequent to most-frequent
so that counts can be reused as the algorithm progresses. It should be noted that one of
the benefits of the traditional FP-Growth algorithm is that each transaction is reordered
according to the frequency of each item in the transaction, so that when the FP tree is
created, subsets that are more likely to be shared by multiple transactions are near the top
of the tree. This helps to minimize the depth of the tree. If the FP-tree fits memory, it is
extremely efficient to traverse through and grow the frequent ordered patterns. However,
in sequential pattern mining, this re-ordering is no longer possible. It implies that the FP
tree generated will get larger and can’t be stored in memory, making it inefficient [59]. Its
developers have proposed variants that first partition the database into smaller projected
databases and perform pattern growth on these projected databases, thus not requiring FP
tree to fit in the memory [29]. The principle idea behind projected databases is that after
every iteration, these projected databases shrink. Several algorithms like FreeSpan and
PrefixSpan, that leverage pattern growth using projected databases have been developed
and implemented successfully in the fields of web click pattern analysis, purchase pattern
analysis, product placements, etc [20][6].
The essential difference between these algorithms is how they build these projected
databases. FreeSpan uses all of the frequent ordered patterns to generate projected databases,
whereas PrefixSpan only uses the prefixes of these frequent ordered patterns [27]. Since
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FreeSpan considers all frequent ordered patterns, it encounters the possibility where the
projected databases are as long as the entire databases (no shrinkage), which makes it inefficient. PrefixSpan ensures projected database shrinkage by only considering prefixes
[59]. Prefix Span, on the first scan of the entire sequence database, extracts the frequent
ordered patterns of length 1 (fop-1). On the second scan, it filters all the patterns with fop-1
prefixes into their respective projected databases. PrefixSpan grows the fop-1 by scanning
these projected databases recursively and extracting the frequent ordered patterns of length
2 (fop-2). Then the process of generating projected databases from frequent ordered sub
patterns (smaller), and then scanning these projected databases to generate frequent ordered
super patterns (longer) is repeated, until no more projected databases can be generated. This
means all frequent ordered patterns are extracted. Several optimized variants of PrefixSpan
that reduce the overhead of generating projected databases have been developed. These
variants have outperformed FreeSpan and GSP [59][20].

3.2

Approach

In this section, we will introduce our novel approach to text classification that leverages
SPM algorithms to predict the intent of the current utterance in a dialog. Our approach has
three input parameters. The first is the dialog component, which is defined as a sequence
of tuples (⟨Ui , Ti ⟩) made up of an utterance (Ui ) and its ground truth intents (Ti ). The second is the Frequent Ordered Pattern Trie (FOP-Trie). The FOP-Trie is built by extracting
frequent ordered patterns from the MSdialog-IntentPred dataset using a SPM algorithm.
The third is the History (H) component, which is the list of intents of previous utterances
{U1 , ...Ui−1 }. These inputs are connected to our FOP classifiers, which are used to make
a prediction (Pi ) for utterance (Ui ). Our approach also has an Evaluator and a Rectifier
component. The evaluator is used to evaluate our FOP based text classification model over
individual samples. The rectifier updates the history of intents to avoid snowballing the
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Figure 3.1: Frequent Ordered Pattern (F0P) based Text Classification Approach

effect of the classifier’s incorrect predictions. Once the rectification and evaluation is done,
the approach moves to the next utterance. This process continues until all the utterances in
the dialog are classified. All of the components of our approach are shown in Figure 3.1).

3.2.1

Dialog Component

A Dialog D = (⟨U, T ⟩) is a sequence of tuples of Utterance (U) and Ground Truth Intents
(T) as shown in Table 3.1. Since an utterance can have multiple labels, T sometimes is a
list of intents, e.g. T = ⟨Ta , Tb , ..⟩. During each iteration the dialog component sends in U
to the FOP classifier and T to rectifier and evaluator. The total number of iterations is equal
to the total number of utterances in that dialog.
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Table 3.1: Dialog Example from MSdialog-IntentPred Data set
Utterance Ground Truth Intent
U0
Ta
U1
Tb , Tc
...
...
Uk
Tz

3.2.2

Frequent Ordered Patterns (FOP) Trie

Despite a significant use of SPM algorithms in time series related data, very few applications use textual data [95]. Most of these approaches first assign keywords or key concepts
to a sequence of text (similar to topic detection) and then run SPM to extract patterns,
events, and/or knowledge [71][92]. Another variant, SPM with an event window [95], extracts more sequential patterns by capturing not only adjacent events but also events within
a fixed window. We intend to use text based SPM algorithms in a slightly different way.

unbranched intent pattern = {Ta , {Tb , Tc }, . . ., Tz }

(3.1)

branched intent pattern = {Ta , Tb , . . ., Tz } and {Ta , Tc , . . ., Tz }

(3.2)

Instead of assigning keywords to MS Dialog utterances, we will use intent associated with
them in the following way. We first need to handle the issue of dialogs that contain utterances tagged with multiple intents. The un-branched intent pattern of that dialog (shown
in Table 3.1) can be extracted as shown in Equation 3.1. For branched intent patterns, we
maintain separate patterns every time we encounter multiple intents as shown in Equation
3.2. Once we have a corpus of these intent patterns, we run a string based SPM algorithm on
the corpus to extract frequent intent patterns that are utilized for text classification later. We
found an open source library called Sequential Pattern Mining Framework (spmf), which
is the biggest collection of data mining algorithms that have been implemented in Java and
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Figure 3.2: Multi Label Frequency Distribution in MSdialog-IntentPred dataset
have also been tested across standard SPM datasets [19][21].
This library doesn’t have implementations of GSP and FreeSpan that can handle text
sequences. However, it provides PrefixSpan with strings, which takes sequence database
(S) and minimum support threshold and returns all frequent ordered patterns. Additionally,
since PrefixSpan is more efficient than the other two, we have decided to move forward
with the PrefixSpan with strings algorithm.
The majority of utterances in the MSdialog-IntentPred dataset are tagged with a single
intent, as shown in Figure 3.2. For the remaining cases, we move forward with branched
intent patterns as described above. The rationale for this is twofold: branching allows us to
consider each intent as a separate hypothesis on the agent’s true state of mind, and mining
with un-branched intent patterns gave overly specific patterns that performed poorly during
text classification. We do acknowledge that using branched patterns means that we don’t
take into account intents that occur together. This was also an apporach taken by the authors
of MSdialog-IntentPred dataset. Thus, any model built from branched intent patterns wont
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be able to predict multiple intents unless co-occurrence relations are explicitly added. We
are not worried about this since making a partial correct prediction is better than making
no prediction or an incorrect prediction.
During our experiments we set the minimum support threshold to 1% of the size of
the branched intent patterns data set, which yielded 91 frequent ordered patterns. These
patterns are displayed as a trie using the Graphviz [22] library in Figure 3.3. The figure
describes the possible intent patterns in a tech conversation mined from MS Dialog. There
are two kinds of nodes in this tree: intent nodes and support nodes. Intent nodes represent
the intent and are connected to each other to form frequent ordered patterns. Each frequent
pattern in the trie ends with a support node indicating the pattern’s support from PrefixSpan.
Consider frequent ordered patterns of length 1 with their respective supports, as shown
in Table 3.2. This not only indicates how frequent each intent is but also tells us OQ
is the most likely intent to occur first in a tech conversation. This generally holds true
since most tech forum dialogs start with a user posting a question about an issue they are
encountering. The simplest frequent ordered intent patterns like OQ → P A → P F or
OQ → P A → N F capture an abstract view of tech conversations in which a user poses
an original question (OQ), the agent provides a potential answer (PA) and if the answer is
satisfactory then the user gives positive feedback (PF) or else negative feedback (NF). If we
consider their supports, we could say that OQ → P A → P F is more likely to occur, which
is ideal for Question Answering (QA) forums. The pattern OQ → P A → P A → P A is
perhaps the most frequent intent pattern that one would see in QA forums. Usually, you
see a user posts a question (OQ) which is followed by multiple answers by several different
users (e.g: StackOverflow, Quora). We expect that these intent patterns will generalize well
for other QA domains.
To interpret a frequent ordered pattern, we would have to think about the person (user
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Figure 3.3: Frequent Ordered Pattern (FOP) Trie
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Table 3.2: Frequent Ordered Patterns of Length 1 with their Supports (fop-1)
FOP-1 Support
OQ
5988
RQ
1016
1358
CQ
FD
4236
1732
FQ
IR
2271
5378
PA
NF
1311
PF
1739

or agent) associated with that intent. However, the trie does not include that information.
The most intuitive way would be to assume that the user always starts the conversation,
followed by the agent, and then repeat the order. For example: in OQ → IR → F D →
P A, a user asks a question (OQ) like “how to install XYZ on Windows, the agent can request
information (IR) like “what are the specifications, is it Windows 8, what is the RAM size,
etc?”, the user then provides the specifications as follow up details (FD) like “I am using
Windows 8, 64 bit”, and finally the agent uses this information to give a potential answer
(PA) like “Here is an installation guide for XYZ on a Windows 8, 64 bit system”. However,
just alternating between user and agent to interpret these patterns is not always correct. For
example: in OQ → P A → F D → F D → P A, say a user asks a question (OQ), but the
agent misunderstands the question and gives a potential answer (PA). However, the user
notices that the agent misunderstood the question so the user provides more details (FD)
to help the agent better understand the question. Here if we go by alternating users, the
next intent after the user provides FD is the agent providing further details (FD). While this
could be possible, it might not be the best way to interpret it. Instead, we might say the
second further detail (FD) intent is also put forth by the user, which is possible when the
user forgets to give the full information and tries to provide the rest of the information in
the next step. Then agent gives the potential answer (PA). There is no one way to read the
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frequent ordered intent trie – it depends on what participant we associate the intents with.
One might also wonder, why are there intent patterns that begin with PA, NF, etc. Note
that SPM mines for frequent ordered patterns, but it doesn’t keep track of what position in
the dialog this pattern is likely to occur from. For example, fop P A → F D → P A
doesn’t mean that PA is going to occur first in the sentence, but rather that if we say the
current utterance is PA it is likely that the user might request further details (FD), and
then the agent might refine the previously given answer (PA). And as mentioned before,
there are infinite pathways a conversation can take implying that it is possible for the first
utterance to sometimes be a PA, FD, etc. In fact intents that one would think will not occur
together can also co-occur, like OQ and PA. This can happen when a user has a problem
(OQ) and has one type solution already (PA) but wants a better solution or an alternative.
To summarize, there is no one interpretation of an intent pattern, and one would need to
associate the intent with a user in order to interpret it. The frequent ordered intent trie
doesn’t include the position of the dialog from where a pattern is most likely to occur and
does not incorporate user information. We nevertheless developed a novel FOP classifier
that utilizes this FOP trie to perform classification.

3.2.3

History

History (H) is a sequence of intents that happened previously: H = ⟨T1 , T2 , ..., Ti−1 ⟩. It is
used by the FOP classifier to reduce the number of frequent ordered patterns retrieved from
the FOP Trie. The classifier only works with patterns whose prefix match intent history
(H). The history of intents is updated by the rectifier every time the classifier makes a
prediction (P). If the history is empty (meaning there are no previous intents), it indicates
to the classifier that the current utterance is the first utterance of that dialog.
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Table 3.3: Updating History of Intents (H) based on relations between Prediction (P) and
Ground Truth Intent (T)
P, T
PT-relation
P = ⟨Ia ⟩, T = ⟨Ia ⟩
P == T (completely correct)
P = ⟨Ia ⟩, T = ⟨Ia , Ib , ...⟩ P ̸= ⟨⟩, P ⊂ T (partially correct)
P = ⟨Ia ⟩,T = ⟨Ic ⟩
P != T (incorrect, T: single)
P = ⟨Ia ⟩, T = ⟨Ib , Ic , ...⟩
P ̸⊂ T (incorrect, T: multiple)
P = ⟨⟩, T = ⟨Ia ⟩
P = ⟨⟩, T = ⟨Ia , Ib , ...⟩

3.2.4

no prediction (T:single)
no prediction (T:multiple)

H-update
P or T
P
T
Is ∈ T and
Is has max support
T
Is ∈ T and
Is has max support

Rectifier

The goal of this effort is to explore the utility of considering context when classifying user
intent within conversational dialogs. The rectifier component is an essential part of our
approach. It prevents our approach from snowballing error. Our approaches makes the
current prediction based on the previous intents within the current dialog, so if a prediction
is wrong, then all the upcoming predictions will also likely be wrong. To overcome this,
the rectifier compares the prediction (P) against the ground truth intents (T). It uses the
relations between P and T to update the history of intents as shown in Table 3.3. To better
explain this process, let us looking at the following examples:
i. Say P = OQ and T = OQ. P == T . This means our approach was completely
successful in predicting the true intent. Either predicted intent or ground truth intent can be
added to history.
ii. Say P = IR and T = ⟨IR, P A⟩. P ̸= ⟨⟩ and P ⊂ T . This means our approach
was able to predict one intent out of many true intents. So, the prediction is added to the
history.
iii. Say P = IR and T = P A. P ̸= T . This means our model failed to identify the true
intent behind the utterance. So, the true intent is added to the history. This ensures that the
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Table 3.4: Sample Dialog for explaining FOP based classification
Utterance (U) Ground Truth Intent (T)
U1
OQ
U2
IR
FD
U3
...
...
⟨Ta , Tb , ...⟩
Ui

model doesn’t base its predictions for the next utterance based on its previous mistake.
iv. Say P = OQ, and T = ⟨IR, P A⟩. P ̸⊂ T . Here the model fails to predict the true
intent. Similar to (iii), we would want to add the true intents to the rectifier. However, T
has multiple intents. To handle this, the rectifier uses the support, and it picks the intent in
T that has the most support. In this case, it is PA (as shown in Table 3.2).
v. Say the classifier fails to make any prediction, so P = ⟨⟩ and T = ⟨OQ⟩. T is a
singular intent. The true intent is added to the history to avoid snowballing error.
vi. Say classifier fails to make any prediction, so P = ⟨⟩, and T = ⟨IR, P A⟩. T has
multiple intents. The rectifier picks the intent with max support. In this case it is PA (as
shown in Table 3.2).

3.2.5

Evaluator

The evaluator component evaluates our FOP based text classification approach using individual sample averaged accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score and Hamming Loss (HL)
(refer to section 2.1). After each prediction, the evaluator updates these metrics. Once
evaluation is done, the approach moves to the next utterance. These evaluations are going to be used to compare our approach’s performance with string based text classification
approaches.
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Figure 3.4: sub Frequent Ordered Patterns Trie

3.2.6

FOP Classifier Algorithms

In a dialog, for every utterance (Ui ) our FOP classifier uses the FOP-Trie and History
of previous intents (H) to predict the intent of that utterance. FOP classifiers need to
determine which frequent ordered patterns from the FOP-Trie to use in order to classify
the utterance. We explore three novel approaches that use different heuristics to determine
which fops are used for making a prediction. Our three approaches are based on these
following heuristics: length-based, majority-based, and support-based. We explain each
approach in the section below, and then in the following section we provide a worked
example of each method based on the dialog in Table 3.4. To keep the explanation at a
manageable scale, we will only show three iterations of each classifier and also will only
use a sub graph of the Frequent Ordered Patterns Trie. This sub FOP-Trie is shown in
Figure 3.4.
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Length-based FOP variant
The length based FOP (LFOP) classifier predicts the intent of the current utterance (Ui )
using the FOP trie and history of intents of the previous utterances (H). This algorithm
finds the longest frequent ordered pattern in the trie whose prefix matches with intents in
its history. If there is a tie for longest pattern LFOP uses support to break the tie. Then,
this longest fop is used to classify the utterance. The reasoning behind finding fops with
history as prefix is quite intuitive. All such fops represent the possibilities that the current
dialog can take. The intuition behind this approach is that longer conversations have more
context on which to base their predictions. LFOP assumes that the dialog will go on for
a long time, and this assumption is rectified as the dialog progresses. Our length-based
FOP classifier is shown in Algorithm 1. However, the reliance on a single FOP to make the
prediction, along with breaking ties by support, runs the risk of biasing the results towards
a few common long patterns.
Algorithm 1: Length based FOP Variant
Input : Ground Truth Intents (T) : List
Output: Predicted Intent (P) : List
Data: History of Intents (H) : List
1 sub-fops = get-sub-fops(FOP-dict, prefix = H)
// returns all fops that begin with prefix(H)
2 max-length-fops = get-max-length-fops(sub-fops)
// it calculates max length and returns all fops with
max length
3 longest-fop = break-tie(max-length-patterns, based-on = “support”)
// break tie using support if there are multiple max
length fops
4 postfix-fop = get-postfix-fop(longest-fop, prefix = H)
// Given prefix = [OQ,IR], postfix of [OQ->IR->FD->PA]
is [FD->PA]
5 P = [ postfix-fop [ 0 ] ] // the first intent right after the
prefix in longest fop is most likely
6 return P

For the first utterance (U1 ) in a dialog, since there are no previous intents, LFOP ex39

tracts frequent ordered intent patterns of length 1 (fops-1) as candidate patterns. Since all
of them are of length 1 (maximum), it breaks the tie using their respective supports. Since
[OQ] has max support, LFOP picks it as the longest-fop with no prefix. The postifx notation of [OQ] with prefix [] gives us [OQ] and the first intent of the postfix fop is OQ.
Therefore, LFOP classifies the first utterance as OQ. In at least the MS Dialog dataset,
LFOP will always predict OQ for the first utterance in a conversation. The prediction (P)
and the ground truth intent of the utterance (T) are used to update the history of intents (as
discussed in section 3.2.4). Once the evaluations are performed on the current utterance,
LFOP receives the next utterance with the updated history of intents. Using this new information, LFOP finds all sub fops with the updated intent history as prefixes (prefix-fops).
This eliminates several patterns from the FOP trie as candidates. Then it calculates the
length of all such fops (with H prefix) and filters the maximum length fops. It breaks ties
among multiple maximum length fops using their respective supports to find the longest
fop. LFOP’s prediction (P) is the intent in the longest fop that occurs right after the history
of intents (in other words, the first intent in the postfix notation of the longest fop with prefix
H). Again as soon as the prediction is made, the classification is evaluated and the intent
history is updated. This process of using the longest fop to predict, updating the history
and evaluating the result continues until either the length of the dialog exceeds the longest
fop or all the utterances in the dialog are classified.

Majority-based FOP Variant
The Majority-based FOP (MFOP) approach doesn’t filter the set of fops with matching
prefixes based on their length. Instead it takes a “vote” of what each one of those thinks
will be the next intent and goes with that. Vote ties are broken by support. The intuition
behind this approach is that conversations that start off similarly can take several different
directions, and all of those can be useful when determining the nature of the current conversational intent. The approach of giving each candidate equal weight will conceivably avoid
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biasing towards the most frequent ordered patterns but runs the risk of lower accuracy in
the presence of many patterns that have common prefixes but infrequently-occurring tails.
For an utterance (Ui ), the majority-based FOP classifier builds a distribution of intents in
the ith position of all the frequent ordered patters (fops) in the FOP-Trie that have history
of previous intents (H) as their prefix. The most frequent intent (majority intent) after the
previous intents in all such fops is likely to occur. Hence MFOP uses this majority intent
as a prediction. This approach depends on several fops, unlike LFOP which depends just
on longest-fop. We believe since MFOP considers more fops, it might perform better than
the LFOP.
Algorithm 2: Majority based FOP Variant
Data: Frequent Ordered Intent Patterns (FOP-dict) : Dictionary
Input : Ground Truth Intents (T) : List, Utterance Position : int (position)
Output: Predicted Intent (P) : List
Data: History of Intents (H) : List, Frequent Ordered Intent Patterns (FOP) :
Dictionary
1 sub-fops = get-sub-fops(prefix = H)
// get fops that begin with prefix H
2 intent-distributions = get-intent-distribution(sub-fops, position)
// get the frequencies of all the intents at given
position in sub-fops.
3 majority-intents = get-majority-intents(intent-distributions)
// max frequency intents at position (idx) in sub-fops
4 P = break-tie(majority-intents, based-on = “support”)
// break tie using support.
5 return P

For the first utterance (U1 ), since there is no prefix MFOP returns all unique frequent
ordered patterns of length 1 (fops-1) as candidate fops. MFOP then builds the intent distribution of intents at position 1. Since all the intents are unique, the intents are uniformly
distributed. MFOP breaks tie using their supports. In our case, OQ has max support. So,
MFOP classifies this first utterance as OQ. Similar to LFOP, MFOP always classifies the
first utterance as OQ at least in the MS Dialog data set. After the prediction (P) is made the
rectifier updates the history (as mentioned in section 3.2.4) based on how the prediction is
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related to the ground truth. Then the classifier is evaluated on this sample and the scores
for the metrics are updated. For the next utterance (U2 ), MFOP gets all the fops with the
updated history as prefix. This reduces the search space or the fops we base our prediction
on. Then MFOP extracts all the intents at position 2 in all these fops. It then builds their
distribution. The intent with the maximum frequency (majority intent) is used as prediction. If there is a tie for majority intent, MFOP uses the support of these intents to break
the tie. Then the process of rectification, evaluation and classification is repeated until all
the utterances in the dialog are classified or there exists no fops with the current history as
their prefix.

Support-based FOP variant
In the previous classifier algorithms, we only considered support information of a few frequent ordered patterns, specifically while breaking ties. Instead we wanted to use support
information for all fops while making the prediction. The Support-based FOP (SFOP) approach is similar to the majority approach except that instead of each matching frequent
ordered pattern (fop) getting one vote, the fops’ votes are weighted based on the support of
each fop through the creation of a support weighted intent distribution. The idea is to base
predictions on the most frequent conversational patterns, which makes intuitive sense but
runs the risk of over-fitting the training data. For an utterance (Ui ), SFOP first groups all
frequent ordered patterns in the FOP-Trie that have a prefix of previous intents (H) based
on the intents in the ith position. Using these intents and the respective supports of these
fops, SFOP builds a support weighted intent distribution. The supports of these grouped
patterns are added together to become the support weighted frequency of the intent in the
ith position. To better explain this consider the following example: Say prefix = OQ, and
the fops that begin with OQ and their supports are ⟨OQ, P A, ... : 300⟩; ⟨OQ, P A, F D, ... :
600⟩; ⟨OQ, F D, F D, .. : 30⟩; ⟨OQ, F D, F D, .. : 4318⟩ (i) Frequency of intent at position
2 are ⟨P A : 2, F D : 2, ...⟩. MFOP would have predicted PA since PA has more support
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(from Table 3.2). (ii) SFOP’s support weighted distribution will add the support counts of
the grouped patterns as shown ⟨P A : 300 + 600 = 900, F D : 30 + 4138 = 4168, ...⟩. So,
SFOP would predict FD in this case. After calculating these support weighted frequencies,
SFOP uses this maximum support weighted intent as its prediction.
Algorithm 3: Support based Frequent Ordered Pattern
Input : Ground Truth Intents (T) : List, Utterance Position : int (idx)
Output: Predicted Intent (P) : List
Data: History of Intents (H), Frequent Ordered Patterns Trie (FOP-Trie)
1 fops = get-sub-fops(FOP-Trie, prefix = H) // gets fops that begin
with prefix H
2 supported-intents = get-support-weighted-intent-distributions(fops, position)
// first groups fops based on the intent in the
given position
// adds up support of these patterns and associates
them the intent in that position. returns a dict
with intent:support-weighted-frequency
3 P = get-max-intent(supported-intents) // intent with max support
weighted frequency is most likely to occur
4 return P

For the first utterance (U1 ), since the intent history is empty, SFOP also gets all the
frequent ordered patterns of length 1 (fops-1). Then SFOP gets the support weighted intent
distributions. Since the frequency of every intent is one, it would return all of fop-1 as supported intents. However, OQ has max support among them. So, it predicts OQ. SFOP will
always predict the first utterance as OQ, at least in MS Dialog data set. After this prediction
(P1 ), SFOP uses the ground truth intent of that utterance (T1 ) to update the intent history
and also evaluate the classifier on this sample. For utterance (U2 ), SFOP uses the revised
history to obtain all fops with the previous history as their prefix. Then it groups these
fops based on the intent at position 2. The support counts for these grouped fops are added
and are attributed to the intent group they belong to. SFOP picks the intent with maximum
support among these intents as its prediction. Then the process of rectification, evaluations,
and then using support weighted intent distribution for classification is repeated until there
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are no more utterances left in the dialog or there exists no fop with a the current history as
its prefix in the FOP-Trie.

Working Example
Let us consider the dialog shown in Table 3.4 with the sub FOP-Trie shown in Figure 3.4.
We will show the first three steps of all three FOP classifier variants. The ground truth
intents of first three utterances are < OQ, IR, F D >.
(a) LFOP:
For U1 , since there are no previous intents in H, the LFOP classifier would get all
fop-1 (OQ, CQ) and then predict the one with max support. In this case the prediction
(P ) is OQ, which is also the ground truth intent (T ). Then both ⟨P, T ⟩ are sent to rectifier.
rectif ier(P = OQ, T = OQ) → OQ, and then the sample is evaluated. Then for U2 , with
the updates history (H = [OQ]), we would get the longest frequent ordered pattern with
prefix H. In the sub FOP-Trie, the longest pattern with prefix H is OQ → P A → F D →
F D → P A. The intent right after H is used for the prediction (P), which is PA, but the
ground truth intent (T) is IR. So, rectif ier(P = P A, T = IR) → IR updates the history
(H) to [OQ, IR]. Then evaluation is performed. Similarly, for U3 , LFOP would start out with
fops with H = [OQ, IR]. The longest fops with that prefix are OQ → IR → F D → P A
with a support of 844 and OQ → IR → F D → F D with a support of 682. So, LFOP
picks OQ → IR → F D → P A as the longest intent. The prediction (P) is FD, which
matches the ground truth.
(b) MFOP:
For the first utterance U1 , since the history is empty, MFOP would first get all fop-1
in the sub FOP-Trie (OQ, CQ) and then build an intent distribution. All these fop-1 have
a frequency of 1, so we break the tie using support. MFOP’s prediction (P ) is OQ, and
the ground truth intent (T ) is also OQ. The rectifier would then update H to [OQ]. Then
the sample is evaluated. For the second utterance Uc , with prefix H, the extracted fops are
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Figure 3.5: Majority-based FOP variant working example (fops with prefix OQ in sub
FOP-Trie)
shown in Figure 3.5. Since it is the second utterance, MFOP builds an intent distribution of
all the intents at position 2. From 3.5, we can calculate that the frequency of IR is 3 and that
of PA is 1. So, MFOP will predict the majority intent as IR. Since it is correct prediction,
the rectifier will simply add IR to the history, and then this sample is evaluated. We are now
only left with fops 2, 3, and 4 from Figure 3.5. For the third utterance U3 , MFOP would
build a distribution of intents at position 3 (right after the previous intents OQ, IR). Since
FD has the higher frequency, MFOP will predict FD.
(c) SFOP:
For the first utterance U1 , since there is no history, it would return all fop-1 in sub
FOP-Trie (OQ, CQ). Since OQ has more support SFOP will classify the utterance as OQ.
Then the rectifier adds OQ to the history. Then the sample is evaluated. For the second
utterance U2 , SFOP would also retrieve same fops as MFOP. The difference is that SFOP
builds a support weighted intent distribution. The support weighted frequency of PA is 629,
and that of IR is 2877 (682+844+1351). So, SFOP would pick IR as the prediction. Since
it matches the ground truth intent, IR is added to the history. For the third utterance U3 , we
are now only left with fops 2, 3, and 4 from Figure 3.5. SFOP then calculates the support
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weighted frequencies. FD has a support weighted frequency of 1526 (682+844) and PA has
a support a weighted frequency of 1351. So, SFOP would classify the utterance as FD. Let
us assume that fop 4 shown in Figure 3.5 has a higher support (5000), in this case SFOP
would have predicted PA.

Combined FOP classifier
The FOP classifiers entirely depend on the pre-built FOP-Trie and the history of intents
during the dialog. They do not consider any semantic information from the utterance itself.
In contrast, the string based measures do consider the utterance when performing classification but not the sequential nature of the conversations. So, we developed a combined
classifier that will combine the FOP classifiers with the best performing string similarity
based text classifier. The key idea is that when one method fails to make a prediction, the
other comes to the aid. All the FOP classifier variants fail to make a prediction if they can’t
find a frequent ordered pattern in the FOP-Trie that has the intent history as its prefix. In
such a case, this combined classifier switches to the string similarity based text classifier.
We don’t describe this combined approach in detail as their individual components have
already been discussed. We are going to combine all three of the FOP classifier variants
with the best performing string similarity measure (TF*IDF). Intuitively, we believe this
approach is going to outperform all FOP classifiers and string similarity measures.

3.3

Evaluations

In this section, we will discuss the performance of our FOP classifiers and compare them
against string similarity measures based text classifiers. To review the metrics for evaluation, we are using individual sample averaged accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score, and
hamming loss. The higher the accuracy and F1 score the better the model. The higher
the precision the lower the number of false positives. The higher the recall the lower the
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Table 3.5: Results of Evaluations of Frequent Ordered Pattern Approaches on Intent Classification.
Approach Dataset Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score Hamming Loss
Length

Majority

Support

Train
Test
Valid
Train
Test
Valid
Train
Test
Valid

0.33
0.33
0.34
0.35
0.36
0.36
0.38
0.40
0.39

0.41
0.43
0.42
0.46
0.47
0.47
0.54
0.55
0.52

0.41
0.43
0.42
0.46
0.47
0.47
0.54
0.55
0.52

0.38
0.39
0.39
0.42
0.43
0.43
0.48
0.50
0.48

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11

false negatives. The lower the hamming loss the better the model. The model proposed by
the authors of MS Dialog data set called CNN-Context-Rep, which uses convolution neural networks with contextual information, has a performance of about 0.69 [64]. The best
performing string similarity measures for text classification on the MSdialog-IntentPred
data set is TF*IDF. The TF*IDF model’s accuracy was about 0.4. Note that these string
similarity measures were off-the-shelf basic implementations.
First of all, none of the FOP classifiers worked well. This is what we were expecting
since the FOP classifiers don’t consider the utterance itself while making a prediction.
LFOP has a lower performance than MFOP and SFOP. LFOP has an accuracy of about
0.33 whereas MFOP has an accuracy of 0.35 and SFOP has an accuracy of 0.39. We did
expect LFOP to perform worse than the others since LFOP bases its decisions solely on
the longest-fop with the current history as its prefix and will fail every time it can’t retrieve
such an fop. This same pattern is seen in terms of LFOP’s precision, recall, and F1 scores.
They are lower than the respective scores of MFOP and SFOP. However, the closeness
in precision and recall suggests that LFOP is biased towards more frequent classes. For
example in the MSdialog-IntentPred data set OQ, PA, FD are more common then RQ, PF.
LFOP will mostly predict the intent from these skewed classes. The precision and recall
values of FOP are about 0.42 (low) which indicates the model has a fairly high number
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of false positives and false negatives. The hamming loss of LFOP is about 0.10 which
indicates that at each sample level, the model got most intents right (for example: model
gets at least 6 intents right among all 9 intents for an utterance).
MFOP performs about 2% better than LFOP in terms of accuracy. This is what we
were hoping for when we decided to utilize all fops with prefix H rather than just longestfop while making a prediction. This explains the better performance. Notice that the
MFOP’s precision and recall are about 0.46 and have shown improvement from LFOP’s
scores, which were about 0.42. However the MFOP is still biased towards majority classes
since the precision and recall values are close to each other. The F1 score also went up,
indicating better performance. However, the hamming loss went slightly up which indicates that MFOP is getting more intents wrong on a individual sample basis compared
to LFOP. To investigate this we looked at the number of utterances for which LFOP and
MFOP fail to predict any intent, and it turns out that LFOP fails to predict any intent more
often than MFOP. This explains why MFOP might be wrong on more intents on a sample
level compared to LFOP.
SFOP has outperformed all the other FOP classifiers with an accuracy of 0.39. This
again was what we were expecting. Adding support weighted frequencies (SFOP) rather
than just frequencies (MFOP) improved the model’s performance. This is also reflected in
SFOP’s precision, recall, and F1 score. Notice both precision and recall are higher than
other FOP variants, indicating that SFOP has lower false negatives and false positives.
The precision and recall values are pretty close, indicating the class imbalance problem
and that the classifier is biased towards more frequent or populated classes. The F1 score
of this approach is about 0.49, which is considerably higher than MFOP and SFOP. The
hamming loss is 0.11. We checked how many times SFOP fails to make any prediction
(P = []). It turns out SFOP fails fewer times than MFOP and LFOP. We assumed SFOP
would miss about the same as MFOP. However, these approaches diverge on cases where
utterances are tagged with multiple intents, due to how the rectifier works.
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Table 3.6: Results of Evaluations of a Combined Classifier Using Frequent Ordered Pattern
and TF*IDF Approaches on Intent Classification.
Approach
Dataset Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score Hamming Loss
Train
Test
Valid
Train
MFOP/TFIDF Test
Valid
Train
SFOP/TFIDF Test
Valid
LFOP/TFIDF

0.55
0.51
0.53
0.54
0.50
0.53
0.48
0.47
0.48

0.74
0.70
0.69
0.73
0.69
0.69
0.68
0.67
0.64

0.74
0.60
0.69
0.73
0.60
0.69
0.68
0.67
0.64

0.68
0.63
0.64
0.67
0.63
0.63
0.61
0.60
0.58

0.09
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.11

In comparison to string similarity measures based text classification like TF*IDF, the
FOP classifiers couldn’t outperform them. This is due to the fact that FOP classifiers don’t
rely on semantic information that the utterance provides. However, SFOP came close to
TF*IDF’s performance with an accuracy of 0.39 whereas TF*IDF was about 0.40. We
want to re-iterate that we are not trying to outperform the existing models but rather want
to check the efficacy in the idea of considering the sequential nature of intents in a conversation when classifying the intents of utterances. Keep in mind that FOP classifiers
make all of their predictions based on previous intents and a pre-built FOP-Trie. Using a
small amount information and less complicated classifiers, the FOP based text classification approach is able to approximately reach the performance of the best string similarity
based text classification approach. However, both these models miss a key essence of the
conversation. String similarity based measures don’t understand the sequential nature, and
FOP based measures don’t understand semantic information. For this, we introduced the
combined classifier approach in section 3.2.6.5.
From the Table 3.6, it is evident that these combined models outperformed their FOP
based classifiers and string similarity based classifiers. LFOP benefited the most by the
addition of the TF*IDF classifier whereas MFOP benefited a bit less by this addition, and
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SFOP combined with TF*IDF performed the worst. This was quite confusing at first –
since SFOP outperformed the other FOP classifier variants, we assumed that the SFOP and
TF*IDF combined approach would be the best performer. So, we asked “how much do
these FOP variants rely on TF*IDF?”. The answer to this question lies with “how many
times does the FOP variant fail to predict any intent?”. As discussed above, LFOP fails
the most among the FOP classifier variants to predict any intent. Therefore, TF*IDF was
used more in the combined classifier (LFOP + TF*IDF). This explains why the LFOP and
TF*IDF combined classifier has the best performance. MFOP fails to make any prediction
less often than LFOP, and this explains why MFOP and TF*IDF combined classifier’s performance is better but slightly less than LFOP and TF*IDF combined classifier. Similarly
SFOP fails to make any prediction only a small number of times. So, it doesn’t rely on
TF*IDF that much. This explains why their combined classifier didn’t perform that well.
All these models have high precision and high recall indicating a low number of false positives and false negatives. The closeness in precision and recall values indicates the same
bias towards popular/frequent classes. All the combined classifiers have high F1 scores.
LFOP with TF*IDF and MFOP with TF*IDF have the same hamming loss but SFOP with
TF*IDF has a slightly higher (+1%) hamming loss.
The first part of the thesis is the test the utility of context extracted from sequential
nature of the conversations, to predict the intent of an utterance. More specifically we
wanted to answer the following questions:
(i) Can frequent ordered patterns be used for effective intent classification of utterances within conversations?
We have shown the efficacy of using frequent ordered intent patterns for intent classification. We were able to approach the performance of best performing baseline string
similarity based text classifier with an accuracy of 0.39.
(ii) Can adding contextual information improve the performance of the string similarity based text classifiers on this task?
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Table 3.7: Statistical Significance of Performance of FOP based Text Classifiers against
TF*IDF(α = 0.05)

Classifier-B
t-statistic
p value
Classifier-A
TF*IDF
LFOP
12.24
6.50 ∗ 10−7
MFOP
-2.91
0.017
TF*IDF
TF*IDF
SFOP
-2.78
0.021
LFOP+TF*IDF
-76.53
5.61 ∗ 10−14
TF*IDF
TF*IDF
MFOP+TF*IDF
-80.85
3.43 ∗ 1014
TF*IDF
SFOP+TF*IDF
-21.75
4.31 ∗ 10−9

Is p < α ?
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Significantly
Different
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

We have shown that incorporation of context information into intent classification has
improved the performance of pure string similarity based classifier. The performance of
the best performing string similarity classifier went from 40% to 50% (an improvement of
10%).
We again ran a similar k-fold cross validated paired t-test [17] as mentioned in evaluations section of Chapter 2, on TF*IDF, FOP and their combined classifiers. We wanted
to test if the performance of our pure and combined FOP based classifier is statistically
significant from that of TF*IDF. All the pvalues in the Table 3.7 are lower than the significance level (α = 0.05). Based on this, we confirm that the difference in performances of
our classifiers is statistically significant from that of string similarity based text classifiers.
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Hierarchical Intent Network
While Sequential Pattern Mining (SPM) takes advantage of the sequential nature of conversations, it fails to incorporate other key aspects of a conversation. A conversation is where
two or more participants communicate their intent based on goals they want to achieve,
and they can be represented as intent patterns. SPM algorithms treat intent patterns just
like any other sequence and fail to recognize that they represent multiple agents trying to
achieve their goals. For example, in a tech support conversation the user and agent are
trying to solve the user’s problem. Second, SPM doesn’t capture information about which
participant in the conversation expressed each intent. Knowing which participant is responsible for which intent helps with interpretability of the conversation. For example:
in OQ → P A → P F , knowing that OQ and PF are associated with the user and PA is
associated with the agent helps us better understand that pattern.
In addition to that, SPM doesn’t capture the inherent nature of goals. Goals can be
decomposed into smaller sub-goals. For example: the goal of moving to Chicago involves
several sub-goals like maybe buying the plane tickets, getting an apartment, etc, and each
of these sub-goals can be further divided. This goal decomposition nature causes the goals
to take a hierarchical structure. In tech conversations, the user is experiencing a problem
and wants to solve the problem by talking to the agent, which involves several sub-goals
like ask a question, maybe get a clarification, etc. Goals can also have a causal relationship,
meaning that one goal can cause another. For example, when an agent requests information (IR) from the user, it can cause the user to provide further details (FD). Considering
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these characteristics of goals helps one to recognize that in a conversation some steps can
be repeated, while others can be skipped. For example, if the agent has achieved an understanding of the user’s problem, it might be less likely that the agent will need to ask a
follow up question before proposing an answer. Capturing the structure and relationships
between goals is a non-trivial task and involves a lot of knowledge engineering.
In this chapter, we present our attempt at developing a Hierarchical Intent/Goal Network (HIN) that tries to incorporate the essence of conversation in the user support domain by tracking intents across multiple users. The HIN leverages goal decomposition
and the causal nature of goals, and it incorporates environmental factors like Did the user
understand what the agent just said? (comprehension). We built this HIN based on the
MSdialog-IntentPred data set. Note that this graph is just one representation and doesn’t
include all the characteristics. In the following subsections we introduce the concept of
goal networks, and present out approach to constructing and validating the HIN.

4.1

HIN Construction and Validation

We built our Hierarchical Intent Network (HIN) based on the MSdialog-IntentPred dataset.
The data set has two types of participants: a user and an agent (verified professional). In
the HIN (shown in Figure 4.1), the user is represented in blue, and the agent is represented
as red.

4.1.1

Establishing the base model

We used the ground truth intents from the dataset as the seeds for our model: Original
Question (OQ), Followup Question (FQ), Repeat Question (RQ), Clarification Question
(CQ), Further Details (FD), Information Request (IR), Potential Answer (PA), Positive
Feedback (PF), Negative Feedback (NF). These ground truth intents are shown as rectangles in the HIN. In tech conversations, some goals/intents are specific to one type of
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Figure 4.1: Hierarchical Intent Network
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participant. For example: only users ask an original question, and only agents request information. However, intents/goals can be similar for all the parties involved. For example,
both users and agents can ask a clarifying question. In fact, both users and agents can have
a “Potential Answer” intent. For example, a user might already have a solution but wants to
find an alternative, or a user asked the question but figured out the solution by themselves.
For this reason, we color coded these intents on the HIN – the intents associated only with
users are in blue, the intents associated with the agent are in red, and the intents associated
with both agents and users are in green. Next, to populate the graph, we need to extract
super-goals, sub-goals, and then causal relationships for these intents.

4.1.2

Goal decomposition

First let’s talk about the possible super-goals of a user. The question to ask here is “what
makes the user want to use this tech support platform?”, and there are several possibilities.
In the MSdialog-IntentPred dataset, almost always the first utterance is tagged as OQ. This
makes sense since in a tech support domain a conversation would start with a user question.
So, we took a random sample of utterances tagged as OQ in the MSdialog-IntentPred data
set. We then extracted representative phrases in the utterances as shown in Figure 4.2. The
highlighted phrases are all talking about a user experiencing an issue. While experiencing
a problem is a quite intuitive reason for using tech support, there are other reasons for
users to engage in tech conversations. For example, users already have a solution but are
looking for other solutions, or users want to get some suggestions on which laptop to buy.
Using these conversations as samples, we came up with three super-goals for the user:
experiencing problem, broadening knowledge, and engaging community. For the agent,
the primary reason to be on the tech platform is to resolve a client’s issue. So, the agent’s
super-goal is resolving problem. These nodes are shown as pink ovals in the HIN in Figure
4.1. These are connected to their respective participants. A blue line indicates a user’s goal
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Figure 4.2: Representative Phrases (highlighted in green) for an Utterance
and a red line indicates an agent’s goal.
A tech conversation generally starts with a user experiencing a problem and ends with
the user giving positive feedback for the answer provided by agent. To show the start of
the dialog we used a green triangle which connects to “experiencing problem”. The end
of the dialog is marked with a red triangle which is connected to “Positive Feedback”.
However, in between experiencing the problem and giving positive feedback, both the user
and agent have to work together to achieve their goals. In this process goals are revised and
are decomposed into sub-goals. To incorporate this goal decomposition nature, we started
out by picking super-goals and then recursively decomposing them into sub-goals. This
decomposition of goals ideally would cover all possible sub-goals. However, that is not
possible within the scope of the thesis. We instead tried to cover the most intuitive goal
decompositions. Generally, when we experience a problem, we try to identify the problem
and determine its cause in order to solve it. Therefore, we use identifying problem and
determining cause as grey nodes in the HIN. These sub-goals hold true for the user who
needs to resolve the problem. Agents also need to identify the problem and determine the
cause in order to help the user. To accommodate this we have connections to both these goal
nodes from user (blue line with arrowhead), and from agent (red line with arrowhead).Then,
we further decompose these sub-goals.
To get an intuition into what those goals might be, first we randomly sampled utterances in the MSdialog-IntentPred data set and grouped them based on their ground truth
intents. Then we extract some representative phrases for each intent. A lot of user utter56

ances have phrases like “I need help”, , “can i get some assistance ...”, “Is there a reason
...”, “This is frustrating ...”, “Nothing works ...”, “I know I can use X to solve this but is
there a Y option? ...”, “How good is Windows 11?”, etc. Using this information, we came
up with additional goal nodes like seeking assistance, seeking solution, reporting problem,
requiring explanations, conceiving solution and gathering information. Note that a lot of
the utterances don’t explicitly state these goals – we had to infer the process the participant
might have used. After we extract that, we need to carefully consider how these nodes are
connected to each other and already-existing nodes in the graph. This task requires a lot
of intuition. To see if a connection made sense, we made up small everyday conversations
by using the current goal node and all previous intents (intent patterns) and checked if they
have a natural flow. In order to better explain this, we will look at the above mentioned
nodes and how their connections are made. Instead of looking at the whole HIN, we will
use a smaller HIN, shown in Figure 4.3, to explain the connections.
We already discussed the connections between “experiencing problem”, “identifying
problem” and “determining cause”. Next let’s focus on the “identifying problem” node, and
why it is connected to some nodes and not to others. The goal node “identifying problem” is
connected with “seeking assistance” , “ seeking solution”, and “reporting problem”. These
connections are quite intuitive. When we identify a problem, we want to find an answer to
the problem. For example: “Hi I am having an issue with bing, i think it has something to
do with my OS, what should I do?” In terms of “reporting problem”, we thought of a case
like when the user just wants to point out a minor inconvenience with a product but doesn’t
expect an immediate fix. For example: “Hi, I just started using windows 10 and I love it.
I noticed that the time zone doesn’t change automatically. It is not huge problem but just
wanted to put it out”. Now let’s see why “identifying problem” is not connected with nodes
like “gathering information” or “exploring alternatives”. One might say users can identify
the problem and can directly gather information about it. However, even in that case, there
is an implicit goal of wanting a solution. Similarly, users don’t look for alternatives directly
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after identifying the problem; instead, the user must first come up with a solution before
looking for alternatives.
Sometimes users can experience a problem and solve this problem by themselves. So,
we added a link between “seeking solution” to “conceiving solution”. If the user already
came up with a solution, they might like to explore a few alternative solutions. So, we
added a link between “conceiving solution” and “exploring alternatives”. The rest of the
user goals in Figure 4.3 are derived using similar intuition. All the connections in blue show
the goals that a user can have. Most user goals converge at the goal of “asking questions”
(in Figure 4.3).
Similarly for the agent, the super-goal is resolving problem, but then identifying problem and determining the cause could be applicable too. Note that the utterances don’t
explicitly state that the agent has identified the problem. However, these sub-goals are
added since they are the first steps anyone takes for solving a problem. The links seen in
red (with arrowheads) show these connections. Again except for “providing solution”, an
agent’s sub-goals are not very clear in sampled utterances. So, we added the process we
thought an agent will follow while providing a solution: identity the problem, determine
the cause, seek solution, conceive solution, validate solution, explore alternatives, provide
solution, etc (shown in Figure 4.3). Some of these sub-goals are also user goals, indicating
that both the user and the agent have to follow a similar pattern to be able ask questions
and/or answer them. The green links shown represent the intents that both the agent and
the user share.
A similar decomposition process is performed on all the goals to produce 26 goal
nodes (all oval goal nodes except “enhancing clarity”, “redirecting question”, and “repeating answer”). Note that we will talk about how these three nodes are added in later sections.
All these nodes are shown in Figure 4.1. In the HIN, most user intents converge at asking
questions, but then there are four different types of ground truth questioning intents: (OQ,
CQ, RQ, FQ). So, “asking questions” is connected to all the questioning intents. The pro-
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Figure 4.3: Example Showing Goal Decomposition Connections

viding solution intent is connected to PA, and IR is connected to “requesting specification”.
PF is connected to “eliciting satisfaction”, and NF is connected to “eliciting dissatisfaction”. The nodes “providing information” and “providing specifications” are connected to
FD. However, with just these connections, the HIN will have disconnected components.
To able to connect these intents with rest of the graph, we had to utilize three additional
sub-goals: environmental factors like comprehension, and causal links.

4.1.3

Establishing causal links

After goal decomposition, we move forward with causal links. Causal links capture the
causal relation between two goal nodes. Note our focus was to find causal links that start
from ground truth intents. To represent causal links we used dashed lines with arrow heads.
A user’s goal will cause an agent’s goal. For example: a user providing further details can
enhance the agent’s understanding of the problem. Again, we formed small sample day-today conversations to extract the causal links.
The following causal links are incorporated into the HIN.
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(i) A participant’s Clarifying Question (CQ) can cause another participant to provide
information. For example: assume an answer was provided but the user didn’t understand
it. A: “Hi, can you explain what you mean by X?”; B:“Here is a more detailed explanation”.
This can also be said for the agent; that is, if a user gives an input but the agent needs
clarification. Since both the user and agent can have this causal situation, we added both
blue and red dashed lines (as shown in Figure 4.1). Note that based on the participant the
agent/user causal link will be activated.
(ii) If a user is unsatisfied with the answer/help provided by the agent, the user will
likely give negative feedback. The user’s NF intent can cause agent to fix the user issue by
giving more details. So, we added a link between NF and “providing information”. For
example: A: “I am highly shocked by the help provided ...”; B: “I am so sorry about that.
Here let me give you ...”. Note that the decomposition link that comes into NF is blue,
but the link from NF to “providing information” is red. This is to clearly depict that the
causation is between different participant goals. Similarly, if the agent doesn’t directly have
information to provide, the agent must find alternatives to provide. To accommodate that
process, we added a link between the user’s NF and the agent’s “exploring alternatives”
goals. Note the agent doesn’t explicitly state that they are exploring alternatives, but it is
still implied in the context. (iii) Next if an agent is requesting information, it is likely that
the user provides details in order to get help. For example: A: “To better assist you with this
problem, I would need the following information ...”; B: “Here are the details as requested”.
We incorporated this nature by adding a red dashed causal link (with arrowhead) in between
the agent’s IR and the user’s providing information.
(iv) Similarly, user providing further details on a problem, ideally should increases the
agent’s understanding. For example: A: ”I am using X”; B: ”That makes sense, skype is
not supported for X”. For this purpose we introduced a new goal node called “enhancing
clarity”. These goals and causal connection are also applicable for agent. So, we have one
blue and one red dashed lines (with arrowhead) to represent it.
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Even after this, the HIN is not connected, and the reason for this is that so far we
have only considered intents individually. A conversation is a natural flow of intents, so we
strongly believed that the HIN should be connected.

4.1.4

Environmental factor

The missing piece in our model turned out to be what we refer to as an environmental factor:
comprehension, even though we have a goal called “enhancing clarity”. The “enhancing
clarity” goal is caused by another participant providing details. This goal doesn’t reflect
whether or not the participant understood those details. Knowing this can help predict what
intents will come next. If we know that the agent doesn’t understand the question, we can
predict that agent will likely ask a CQ. There is no clear representation of this aspect in an
utterance. So, we created this node (yellow rhombus) as an environmental factor; however,
we aren’t sure as of now how one would measure this during a conversation. For this
reason, we show what happens in cases when the participant understands the other person,
and cases where participant doesn’t understand them.
In the following we describe how the connections with “comprehension” are made.
(i) The user’s OQ, FQ, RQ intents are connected to the agent’s “comprehension”: in
order to provide a solution, the agent must first understand the question. Once these user
goals are connected to comprehension (note the links are red since it caused comprehension
in agent), the conversation has multiple paths it can take. If there is comprehension (YES),
then the agent can get to solving the problem (and so starts at resolving problem). This is
more likely for OQ. For other kinds of questions, the agent is likely to gather information
on the problem once they understand the question. If there is no comprehension (NO), that
means the agent didn’t understand the question. We introduce a new goal node called “redirecting question”. This is for the purpose of incorporating the case when the professional
doesn’t have knowledge on the problem topic, and they defer to someone else. We got
this idea when we looked at the MSdialog-IntentPred dataset where there were utterances
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that contained “Sorry, this is not the right forum ...”, “I suggest you reach out to billing”,
etc. Hence the link between comprehension and “redirecting question”, which connects
with “Repeat Question RQ”. This means that there is the possibility of an intent repeating
(looping) in the HIN, which is an essential part of conversation (some intents repeat while
some don’t). In addition, CQ is not connected to comprehension. While one participant’s
CQ can also be connected to another participant’s comprehension, we felt like since it is a
CQ, there must some sort of understanding already.
(ii) When an agent provides a potential answer, the user needs to be able to understand
it to solve the problem. So, there is a blue dashed link (with arrowhead) from PA to comprehension. If the user understood the answer, then the user might express satisfaction. For
example: “Thank you for the answer ...”. So, we connected comprehension with eliciting
satisfaction. If the user doesn’t understand, then the user is still experiencing a problem or
will express their dissatisfaction or we require explanations. For example: “This doesn’t
help ...” or “I don’t understand ...”. Therefore, we connected comprehension with “eliciting
dissatisfaction”, “experiencing problem”, and “requiring explanations”.
Someone can also understand the solution but would like to know more about a concept. For example: “Thank you. That makes sense. Do you know its limitations?”. For this
reason, we connected comprehension to “broadening knowledge” and “asking questions”.
An interesting case is when an agent gives an answer and the user understands it but then
repeats the answer back to the agent. We recognized this case when we came across conversations in the MSdialog-IntentPred where the user’s utterances are tagged as PA when
they were repeating the agent’s answer. For example: A: “Here is solution X”, B: “ Thank
you. I implemented solution X as you described”.
(iii) Finally, if a participant’s goal is to enhance clarity for the other participant, we
don’t actually know if they understood it. So, we have a connection between comprehension and “enhancing clarity”.
The resulting Hierarchical Intent Network is shown in Figure 4.1. In this section,
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Figure 4.4: Sample flow of intents in Hierarchical Intent Network (HIN)

we have described how we constructed our HIN and have shown how we sanity-checked
its structure using simple everyday conversations. This HIN not only incorporates the
multiparty nature of the conversation but also goes into decomposition and causation nature
of goals. We have also incorporated an environmental factor called comprehension and
modeled how it influences the conversation. To the best of our knowledge, this type of
model of conversations in the tech support domain has not been done previously. This
model can be used to deepen our understanding of the structure of a conversation in this
domain. For example, n tech conversations, one of the most frequent patterns is OQ →
P A → P F . However, there is not much information attached to this pattern. Let us look at
the same intent pattern in our HIN. This intent pattern in HIN is shown in figure 4.4. In this,
the user is experiences a problem and is unsuccessful in identifying it. So, they come to the
support forum with an intent of finding a solution, and in order to achieve that the user asks
a question. The agent can either understand the question or not. If the agent understands it,
then the agent will try to find a cause for that issue in order to give an answer to the user. If
this answer is satisfactory to the user, they provide positive feedback.
One of the goals of this thesis was to answer the question “Can we capture at least
some of the multiparty, goal-decomposition, and goal-causation aspects of a conversation in a goal graph?” We have shown through this section that such a graph construc63

Figure 4.5: HIN Annotator: Graphical User Interface

tion is possible. Our HIN is one such representation that incorporates the multiparty, goal
-decomposition, and goal-causation nature of a conversation. We have provided explanations of how to construct a HIN, and shown the intuition behind it.

4.2

Application of HIN for Intent Classification

As described in the beginning of this chapter, the HIN presented in the previous section
can potentially be used to improve performance on the intent classification task in the
MSdialog-IntentPred dataset. The general intuition is that a knowledge of the overall goal
of each participant in the conversation (the user and the agent), as well as the sub-goal
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they are current working towards completing, provides useful insight into what their next
utterance might be.
In order to test this hypothesis, utterances in the dataset need to be tagged according
to the goal nodes in the HIN. This is a challenging process for several reasons. There are
29 goal nodes that we created and nine ground truth intents from the dataset. Our goal
nodes reflect the process that the participants might have used, which means an utterance
can be tagged with several intents (1-15). Apart from that, the annotator also must consider
previous utterances to be able to properly reflect on the thought process of the participant.
For example: I can’t know why the user is angry without the context (like the user’s laptop
crashed). This is time consuming. We have also built an annotator to reduce some toil. The
Graphicial User Interface (GUI) of our annotator is shown Figure 4.5. The annotator lets us
select all the goal nodes that we think are associated with the utterance. The annotator was
build with the help of pyQt5 [90]. As of now, we were only able annotate 45 dialogs. The
dataset will be made available once some validation is done on these annotations. Another
challenge arises during the “branching” of the intent patterns. For example: In a dialog
of length two, say the first utterance has n labels, and second utterance has m labels, then
the number of intent patterns is n ∗ m. This means that the number of patterns could grow
very large. This was an issue with the tagging of the original MSDialog dataset, but it is
even more of a problem here due to the substantially greater number of tags. If we can
successfully manage this issue, it is possible to apply the same FOP approach described
in the previous chapter to the dataset tagged in this way. This would provide interesting
results, and it is an area we have identified for future work.
Another interesting technique to apply in this situation is a Hierarchical Bayesian
Network (HBN). HBNs are generalized Bayesian networks. Apart from conditional probabilities, they depend on the structure within the goal nodes/variables. A HBN treats each
node as a composite of multiple other related nodes/variables [25]. This nature of hierarchical Bayesian networks can capture the decomposition nature of goals shown in Figure 4.1.
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Therefore, a HBN classifier is likely to perform better than the FOP approach. However,
applying an HBN classifier to a model the size and complexity of our HIN is a non-trivial
undertaking and remains an area of future work.
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Conclusion
In chapter 1, we discussed that conversations are more than a sequence of text. They are
how multiple parties interact with each other in order to achieve their respective goals.
Conversation Understanding requires all parties involved to understand each others intent.
With the expansion of CU from human-human interactions to human-machine interactions,
many automated conversational agents (like Siri, Alexa, Google Home, etc) have been
built, and are rapidly gaining popularity. However they are not capable of handling long
conversations. The development of intent classification is essential for the advancements
of QA systems, private robotic assistants, etc. Intent prediction is often seen as text classification which heavily relies on string similarity measures. However, these approaches
have their own drawbacks. In this thesis, we explored the utility of incorporating context
using the sequential nature of intents using Sequential Pattern Mining (SPM) algorithms.
In particular, we tested the efficacy of the using frequent ordered patterns (fop) for intent
classification, and whether incorporating the contextual information from these fops can
improve the string similarity based text classifiers. We also wanted to see if it is possible
to capture some of the multiparty, goal decomposition, and goal causation nature of a conversation. We also introduced the MSdialog-IntentPred dataset and the CNN-Context-Rep
model with a performance of 0.69.
In chapter 2, We have introduced several text representation based string similarity
measures for text classification namely: BoW, TF*IDF, Word2Vec, and SBERT. We have
used off-the-shelf basic implementations of these measures. We then discussed how these
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approaches capture the meaning of an utterance into a numeric vector which is then fed
into a classifier chains of logistic regressions to predict intents of that utterance. We also
introduced the individual sample averaged metrics for evaluations of these approaches. We
have found that TF*IDF was the best performing measure on MSdialog-IntentPred data set
with an accuracy of about 0.40. It is quite less than CNN-Context-Rep. TF*IDF doesn’t
incorporate the context of previous utterance while making the prediction. We used this
model as the baseline to evaluate the efficacy of using frequent ordered patterns for intent
classification.
In chapter 3, we discussed that conversations can be represented as intent patterns
and how some of these patterns are more frequent than others. We then introduced several
Sequential Pattern Mining algorithms that are used to extract the above mention frequent
ordered patterns. We proposed a novel Frequent Ordered Pattern (FOP) based text classification approach. It leverages the frequent ordered patterns extracted using PrefixSpan to
build FOP-Trie in order to predict the intent of an utterance. We then explain the components of our apporach namely: the dialog, the FOP-Trie the rectifier, the evaluator, and our
novel FOP classifier algorithms based on three heuristics: length-based (LFOP), majoritybased (MFOP), and support-based(SFOP). All these FOP variants base their prediction on
the history of the previous intents and the frequent ordered patterns extracted from the
FOP-Trie, but not on the utterance itself. Based on our evaluations, SFOP has outperformed other variants with an accuracy of 0.39. Then comes MFOP and LFOP performed
the worst. We also found that LFOP fails the most to predict any intent, then MFOP and
SFOP fails the least to make any prediction. We also found that the performance of these
classifier diverge due to the nature of the rectifier. Note that even though SFOP didn’t outperform TF*IDF, it was able to approach it. We have shown the efficacy of frequent ordered
patterns for the task of intent classification. We also introduced a combined classifier that
relies on both the FOP variants and TF*IDF. The performances of this combined approach
indicate that LFOP benefited the most with the addition of TF*IDF with an accuracy of
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0.50. Since, LFOP failed the most to make any prediction it relied more on TF*IDF. Next,
MFOP with TF*IDF has slightly low performance. Since SFOP doesn’t fail many times
it doesn’t rely on TF*IDF that much, hence the low performance. We have shown that
incorporation of context information (using our approach) for intent classification has improved the performance of pure string similarity based classifier. The performance of the
best performing string similarity classifier TFIDF went from 40% to 50% (an improvement
of 10%). However, even the combined classifier can’t outperform the CNN-Context-Rep
model.
In chapter 4, we have discussed how both string similarity and FOP based text classification approaches fail to incorporate key features of the conversations namely: multiparty
nature and goal/intent characteristics (decomposition, and causation). We presented Hierarchical Intent Network (HIN) which is our attempt at incorporating these features. We have
detailed the process of creating the base model from MSdialog-IntentPred dataset, then
populated the graph by extracting super-goals from the dataset, and then recursively decomposing them to get sub-goals We discussed the process of intuitively connecting these
super-goals and sub-goals using decomposition links. We also discussed the causal relations between goals and incorporated this nature, and also included an environmental factor
called comprehension. We have also shown through examples that our HIN is capable of
representing the frequent ordered intent patterns from the MSdialog-IntentPred dataset. We
beleive that a classifier build on this HIN, has the potential to improve the performance on
the intent classification task on the dataset. For our future work, we would like to apply our
FOP based classifier on the dataset after successfully annotating them with goal node labels. We believe that this approach would give rise to some interesting patterns. However,
we think that application of Hierarchical Bayesian Network classifier on our HIN is likely
to give better performance than FOP based classifier.
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